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1 Introduction

Ambiguity is ubiquitous and one of the major prob-
lems in NLP. It occurs at the lexical level, in cer-
tain syntactic constructions, meaning assignment
and also pragmatically in determining the purpose
of a particular sentence. Each component of an NLP
system thus faces the problem of ambiguity control.

At the levels of tokenizing, part-of-speech tag-
ging and morphological analysis, the progress that
has been made within linguistics and within compu-
tational linguistics over the past years has brought
systems into reach that are able to cope with the am-
biguity problem at their own level. This success is
mainly due to the development of statistical disam-
biguation techniques and inductive methodologies
to derive linguistic knowledge from large data sam-
ples. To cope with the ambiguity problem at the
level of syntax, packed parse forests are used to rep-
resent sets of grammatical representations and statis-
tical algorithms allow in addition to put probabilistic
weights on analyzes.

The experimental and inductive methodologies as
well as the amount of linguistic knowledge needed
for the development of a natural language interpre-
tation system varies, however, between its differ-
ent levels of analysis. The derivation of detailed
lexical knowledge that is relevant to the construc-
tion of semantic representations is a significantly
more complex task than the derivation of knowledge
needed for a computational grammar or morphol-
ogy. And so is the task of dealing with ambiguity
control within semantics and pragmatics.

Within semantics the problem of ambiguities has

been approached by underdetermination of mean-
ing. Main emphasis has been put on the un-
derspecified representation of lexical ambiguities
(van Deemter, 1991; van Deemter, 1995; Reyle,
1996; Buitelaar, 1998; Buitelaar, 1996; Pustejovsky,
1998), quantifier scope ambiguities (Reyle, 1993;
Bos, 1995; Pinkal, 1996), and ambiguities arising
from the distributive/collective distinction in con-
nection with plural NPs (Reyle, 1996). Problems
of text coherence are dealt with in (van Deemter,
1991; Reyle, 1995; Schiehlen, 1999; Roßdeutscher
and Reyle, 2000; Reyle and Roßdeutscher, 2001).

To interleave syntactic and semantic ambiguities
(Schiehlen, 1999; Schiehlen, 1996; Dörre, 1997)
construct underspecified semantic representations
on the basis of syntactic forests; and (Pinkal, 1996)
tries to derive semantic representations from syn-
tactically ambiguous or incomplete input by means
of functional application. (Muskens, 2001) moves
from syntactic structures and truth conditions to de-
scriptions thereof and this way offers a uniform way
to underspecify syntax and semantics.

In this paper we extend Musken’s Logical De-
scription Grammar (LDG) approach (Muskens,
2001) such that ambiguity may in addition to the
mutual syntactic and semantic constraints LDG pro-
vides be restricted by (i) lexical semantic informa-
tion and (ii) an underlying ontology associated with
the lexical items. In this paper we apply our ap-
proach to the underspecification and resolution of
lexical ambiguities. In general, the approach is also
applicable to the resolution of PP-attachment, coor-
dination as well as thematic role ambiguities (com-
pare (Bunt, 2003)). We will show this in a fur-



ther paper. Interestingly, Musken’s LDG approach
allows a straightforward combination with statisti-
cal methods such as mentioned above. In particu-
lar it seems possible to consider independently de-
rived part-of-speech tags (by a statistically trained
POS tagger as in (Schmid, 1994) for example) for
the input sentences and thus have an additional and
external source of disambiguation besides the lexi-
cal and ontological knowledge. We do not further
investigate this possibility in this paper.

2 Logical Description Grammar

Muskens’ Logical Description Grammar is to a great
extent based on LTAG (Joshi and Schabes, 1997)
and D-Tree grammars (Rambow and Vijay-Shanker,
1995), but offers a declarative account of the tree
operations used in these formalisms. Muskens dis-
tinguishes three kinds of descriptions: (i) general
descriptions, (ii) input descriptions, and (iii) lexical
descriptions.

ad(i): General descriptions are nothing but a set of
axioms defining linguistic tree structures by means
of the two binary relations proper dominance ���
and linear precedence � 1 In addition each node �
of a tree is (a) labeled by its part-of-speech type, e.g.��� �	� = 
�� , where

�
is the labeling function, (b) as-

signed a positive and negative anchor,  ����� . The
positive anchor of a node � is required to be lexical
by the axiom ��� �������  � � �	��� ; the negative anchor
requires the same for all nodes except for the root
node (i.e. ��� � ������� �������  � � �	����� ) which is neg-
atively anchored to itself by the axiom  � � ������� .
The role of these anchoring functions is to enforce
a pairing of nodes that are only positively or nega-
tively marked in the elementary tree descriptions of
lexical entries such that each node of the resulting
tree is marked both positive and negative.

ad(ii): Input descriptions are constructed on the
basis of the sentence to be analyzed. The input de-
scription of sentence (1) is given in (2). It states that
there are exactly 2 lexical nodes carrying the lex-
emes of the sentence which are linearly ordered by
� .

1For the exact formulation of these axioms we refer the
reader to (Muskens, 2001). Note that infinite trees are not ruled
out yet. Finiteness of the models of the descriptions will only
be guaranteed in conjunction with the input descriptions.

(1) Ginger croaked.

(2) � �"!#� �%$ � ��!&�'�%$)(+*-,.��/ � � � ��!0�1(324�65879� � 
 � �%$:�
(;�<� �=������� �)�">?�@�A��!)�+�@�A�%$&���

ad(iii): Lexical descriptions come in two types.
The classifying descriptions associate with each lex-
ical item B its part-of-speech tag and its semantic
value BDCE with type F . 2��65G79�9CHJILK MON and 2��65G79� C CHPI#K MON cor-
respond to the caw and die interpretations of croak.

(3) �<�3QR*-,S��/ � � � �)��T���=��� �)���U�1�+(+V � �)���W*-,.��/ � � CI �
� �=��� �)���X24�Y(;V � �)���-/�,.��/ � �8CHJILK MONZ�
� �=��� �)���X7 
\[X(;V � �)���]/^,.��/ � �GCHOHJILK MON=K_HPI#K MON`N����Sa

�D�3Q 2��65G79� � 
 � �)�bT �=��� �)�c�A,.de(� V � �)�b�f2��65G79� CHJILK MON �gV � �)�"�h24�G5G79� C CHPI#K MON ���Sa
Elementary tree descriptions associate substructures
of trees with lexical items. For intransitive verbs
they require the configuration in (4). The lines rep-
resent immediate dominance � and the dotted line
its transitive closure, �-i .
(4)

� !'j k �
V � �%l&� � V � �%$:���

�%l j^mWn �

��o j^mWn �
V � �%pq�

�%$ j�r+n � � p j^m
Formally (4) is expressed by (5), wheres � � p8t ��! t �%$ t �%l t ��o:� abbreviates a set of relation-
ships expressed in terms of immediate dominance� , dominance, � i ,  � and  � that mirrors the
structure in (4).

(5) �<� p Q ��� � p �c�A,SduTv�9��!4wxwxw_��o �=��� ��!4� = yz(��� �%$&� = 
��{( ��� �%l&� = d&��( ��� ��oq� = d&��(
V � ��!��c�fV � �%lq� � V � �%$q���%(;V � ��oq�c�
V � �%p&�%( s � �%p t � ! t � $ t � l t � o ���Sa

Further classifying and elementary tree descriptions
that are relevant in the context of (1) together with
their corresponding formulas are given in (6),2

2We oversimplify syntactic representations here. The point
is that the subject DP either dominates a proper name or a (bare)
common noun.



(6)
��� :DP ��
��� :PN �

��� :DP ��
��� :CN �

��� :DP ��
��� :ADJ �

�<� Q ��� �)���U�1�)T � ��C �=��� ��Cx� = 
&� ( s � � t ��Cx���Sa
�<� Q ��� �)���X24�)T � ��C �=��� ��CO� = 
��{( s � � t �%Cx���Sa
�<� Q ��� �)���X7^
Z[^T �9� C �=��� � C � = 
��{( s � � t � C ���Sa

The general axioms, the input description, the de-
scriptions of the elementary trees and the ontologi-
cal axioms then form a logical theory and the mod-
els of this theory correspond to all the possibilities
of successfully selecting the appropriate elementary
trees for each word in the input description as well
as combining these trees to yield a syntactic and se-
mantic representation of the sentence under consid-
eration. Parsing thus boils down to identifying posi-
tively anchored nodes with negatively anchored ones
such that category, tree and order information is re-
spected. This will, however, lead to 6 semantically
different readings of (1). The reason is that the the-
ory does not take ontological nor lexical semantical
information into account.

3 The interaction of lexical meanings

In order to restrict the set of readings the information
that both 24�G5G79���
	 I and 24�65G7 ������ require living be-
ings for their subject must be brought into play and
compared with the ontological classes of the three
interpretations of the lexem Ginger. We will thus
assume an ontology the backbone of which is a con-
cept hierarchy in which the relevant concepts for a
certain domain are partially ordered with regard to
their generality/specifity. Furthermore, the ontology
specifies semantic relations between concepts, e.g.,
that roots are some sort of plants, that the agent of
a croaking state is a animate, etc. Formally, our on-
tological model is basically the one described in (E.
Bozsak et al., 2002):

Definition 1 (Ontology)
An ontology is a structure � j � �� t����'t��ut V��c�
consisting of (i) two disjoint sets

�
and � called

concept identifiers and relation identifiers respec-
tively, (ii) a partial order � � on

�
called concept hi-

erarchy or taxonomy, (iii) a function V�� j � T � �
called signature. We denote the immediate subordi-
nation wrt. ��� by � ��

A corresponding ontology reflecting the conceptual-
ization relevant for the interpretation of example 1
is depicted in figure 1. The classifying descriptions
are now enriched such that they are located within
the structure of the underlying ontology:

(7) �<�3QR*-,S��/ � � � �)�cT���=��� �)� =�1� (]V � �)� = *-,.��/ � � CI (]2 � �)�b� PERSON)
� �=� � �)� = 24�+(gV � �)� = /�,.��/ � �GCHPI#K MON
( 2 � �)� � �� ROOT � �� PLANT)
� �=� � �)� = 7 
\[�(;V � �)� = /�,.��/ � � C HOHPI#K MON�K_HJILK MONON (
2 � �)�c� COLOUR ���Sa

The function 2 maps nodes to concepts of the on-
tology. To rule out that two concepts corefer we
must extend the axioms of the general descriptions
with 8.

(8) 2 !���h2 $ , if 2 ! and 2 $ are distinct concept
names.

It is important to note that we assume that � � is
not only defined on concepts but also on instances
or individuals, i.e. entities of type

�
. Furthermore,

it does not seem reasonable to assume the existence
of a uniquely named concept for each sense of every
noun or verb we consider. In fact, different nouns
and verbs share meanings and can be grouped into
classes (Levin, 1993). For this reason, in some cases
we will assume the existence of a certain concept
2 � �)� without naming it but merely stating that it is
directly subsumed by some other concept (compare
9 below). In this sense we will gloss over the details
concerning ontological modeling and the appropri-
ate naming of concepts as this issues are out of the
scope of this paper.

The requirement that the verb croaked needs an
animate subject will be expressed by extending the
elementary tree description in (5) to the effect that
the concept associated with the subject node must
be animate, as shown in 9.

(9) �<� p Q ��� � p �c�A,SdX(;24�65G7 � � 
 � � p �cT
�9��!4wxwxw_��o:�92 �=��� ��!4� = yz( ��� �%$&� = 
�� ( � � � l�� = dq� (��� ��oq� = d&�{(;V � ��!��c�hV � �%l&� � V � �%$:����(
V � ��oq�c�fV � � p ��( s � � p8t ��! t �%$ t �%l t ��o:��(
2 � �%$q� ��� ANIMATE (��� V � �%pq�b�h24�G5G79� CHPI#K MOND( 2 � �%p&� � �� CAWING �
� � V � �%p��b�h24�G5G79� C CHPI#K MON	( 2 � �%pq� � �� DYING �����Saxa
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Figure 1: Example Ontology

Thus, when including ontological information
about the selectional restrictions of a certain verb,
it is not possible anymore to express the general
structure of intransitive verbs as in 5. Instead, we
need one elementary tree description for each verb
or class of verbs.
Figure 2 depicts a compact representation of the two
different senses of croaked by means of an elemen-
tary tree enriched with ontological information. In
particular the set notation � CAWING,DYING � is
interpreted as a disjunction of concepts the corre-
sponding node can represent.

Furthermore, we also have to pass the ontological
information to the nodes dominating a certain lexical
element, i.e.

(10)
��� :DP � :c�
� � :PN � :c

��� :DP � :c�
� � :CN � :c

��� :DP � :c�
� � :ADJ � :c

�D�3Q � � �)��� �1�)T � ��C �=��� ��CO� = 
��e(Y2 � �)�c�A2 � ��CO��(s � � t � C ���Sa
�D�3Q � � �)����2��)T � ��C �=��� ��C � = 
�� (g2 � �)�b�h2 � ��Cx��(s � � t � C ���Sa
�D�3Q � � �)����7^
Z[^T � ��C �=��� ��Cx� = 
&� ( 2 � �)�b�A2 � ��CO��(s � � t � C ���Sa

When a sentence is parsed, the ontological struc-
ture will be added to the axiom set. Together with
ontologically enriched descriptions the models for a
sentence will be restricted to also meet the ontologi-

cal requirements that come with the different mean-
ings of its lexical items. In our example 1, as a net
result we have reduced the number of readings from
6 to 2, i.e. the ones corresponding to the readings in
which an animate being cawed or died. Both read-
ings are compactly represented in figure 3.

4 Conclusion

Musken’s (Muskens, 2001) Logical Description
Grammar (LDG) approach allows to underspecify
syntax and semantics in a uniform way in form of
logical descriptions. The models of these logical
descriptions correspond to possible completions or
disambiguations of the underspecified representa-
tions. We have extended this approach by including
lexical/ontological information and shown how this
extension can be applied to the underspecification
and resolution of lexical ambiguities. Furthermore,
we have described how an appropriate ontological
model can be used to constrain the resolution of the
types of ambiguities we focus on. In a further paper
we shall also show that the approach is applicable
to PP-attachment, thematic-role as well as coordina-
tion ambiguities. In addition, we also plan to include
morphological information in our logical descrip-
tions. Certainly the models yielded are not always
unique. This is in line with the fact that the senten-
tial context is not always enough to disambiguate a
certain expression and allows to pass on these ambi-



��! j^k �
V � � l � � V � � $ ���

�%l j^mWn �

��o j^mWn �
V � � p �

�%$ j r+n � ��� ANIMATE � p j m � �� � CAWING,DYING �

croaked

Figure 2: Compact representation of the two elementary trees of croaked.

��! j^k �
�q24�65G7 � C � *-,S��/ � ��� t 24�65879� C C � *-,.��/ � ��� �

� l :VP

��o j mWn
�q24�G5G79� C � ILK M�� t 24�G5G79� C C� ILK M�� �

�%$ j�rYn � n � � k ���
*-,S��/ � �GCI � p j m � �� � CAWING,DYING �

Ginger croaked

Figure 3: Compact representation of the two readings of Ginger croaked.



guities to other components where they can be actu-
ally resolved. In fact, as already mentioned in the in-
troduction, the LDG approach allows a smooth and
straightforward integration of statistical methods as
external sources of disambiguation. In this line, it
would be an interesting option to consider a statisti-
cally trained POS-tagger as for example in (Schmid,
1994) as such an additional and external source of
disambiguation and integrate the independently de-
rived POS tags into the logical input description for
each sentence.
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